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THANK YOU
Backpack promo items donated by:
Geotechnology, Terra Testing
Lanyards donated by:
NDA Tri-State Chapter

2018 CONVENTION SPONSORS
Thank you to the following sponsors who
helped make this year’s Convention possible!

CONTINUING EDUCATION
(CE) CREDITS
The convention qualifies for Continuing Education credits in the
following states: Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Maryland,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Texas,
Utah, West Virginia and Wisconsin. Other states pending approval.

CODE OF CONDUCT

° Please turn off or silence your cell phone
° Please keep all unrelated reading materials out of sight
° Please refrain from unrelated side conversations
° Please sign in and out of each session to receive credit

(print and sign your name)
° Please have the presenter initial your attendance sheet that you
received at registration. Extra attendance sheets are available at
the front of the room

For those applying for Continuing Education credits after the
Convention:
CE Sign In forms will be on each table at each presentation. Please print
and sign your name, along with requested contact information at each
presentation you attend.
Please have presenters initial the attendance sheet that you received
at registration. Extra attendance sheets will be available at the front of
the presentation room.
If you require a Certificate of Completion, please contact the NDA office
at 877-632-4748 after the Convention.
NDA is not responsible for anyone not receiving their CE credit. If
your name is not listed on the sign in sheet, or if you have not had
the presenters initial your attendance sheet, you may not be able to
receive your CE’s. It is your responsibility to be sure your name &
contact information is listed and to apply for your CE if applicable.

2018 CONVENTION EXHIBITORS
Be sure to stop and visit this year’s exhibitors

2017 SAFETY AWARD WINNERS
Congratulations to the following companies who have presented
excellent safety records that were above the average of their competitors.

Category: 10,000-250,000

Gregory Drilling
Hillis-Carnes Engineering Associates, Inc.
Parratt-Wolff, Inc
Pearson Drilling Company
Resilient Drilling Services, LLC

Category: 250,001-500,000
Major Drilling America

Category: More than 500,000
Cascade Environmental

IN MEMORY
During this year’s Convention we will take a moment of silence for our
colleagues who passed away during the last year.

Thomas Sturges, Pennsylvania Drilling Company
Don Ulses, Boart Longyear (NDA President 2004)
Jeff Grey, U.S. Geological Survey
Robert Flair, DrillTex

DRILL BITS MAGAZINE
Have a drilling story to tell?
Looking for more exposure for your company?
Check out Drill Bits!
Now accepting articles and advertising for 2019!
Visit www.nda4u.com/resources/drill-bits/
or call the NDA office at 877-632-4748.

HAROLD F. SCOTT
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Presented to Walter Thomas Connelly, NDA Vice President 2008 and 2009, Co-Founder of the
Mid Atlantic Chapter and President of the Mid Atlantic Chapter 2009 to 2014.
Tom started his career in geotechnical engineering in
1969, working as a Materials Testing and Soil
Technician, performing engineering tests and field
inspections. He was occasionally drafted to fill in as a
driller’s helper, gradually spending more time on a rig
than in the lab. Over the years, he became licensed in
percolation testing and soil feasibility studies for
onsite sewage disposal systems, BOCA inspections for
residential housing projects and was a WACEL
certified Level II Soil Technician since 1976.
Upon being promoted to a drilling position in 1973, he
spent the next 18 years working for several engineering and environmental firms
in Virginia.
In 1991, he co-founded Connelly and Associates, Inc. with Eileen Pineda, P.E.,
with one rig and one helper. Over the next 22 years, Connelly and Associates,
Inc. grew exponentially from his example of work ethic, leadership and “never
quit” attitude. Tom served as a role model to many employees who came through
the shop at Connelly and Associates, Inc. with his desire bring a high quality of
professionalism and integrity to the geotechnical drilling world. He has been
a licensed MWD in Maryland since 1989 and held licenses to drill in states of
Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, North Carolina and
Washington DC for many years until his retirement in 2014.
Tom joined the National Drilling Association in 2000. He served on the Board of
Directors from 2004 until 2013, then helped start the Mid-Atlantic chapter,
serving as president from its inception until retiring in 2014. Never wanting to
miss an NDA event, he always enjoyed meeting with old friends and building
new friendships with his peers.
Since retirement, he has kept busy playing racquetball 3 days a week, cycling,
yoga and walking Lucky Dog, a three year old black Lab rescued from the wilds
of eastern North Carolina.

CONVENTION AGENDA
THURSDAY - SEPTEMBER 20
8:30 AM
Joe Scribellito Jr. Memorial Golf Outing
Boulder Creek Golf Club

Golf Tee Sponsors: Baroid Industrial Drilling Products, Boart Longyear, Buckeye BOP,
Central Mine Equipment Company, Connelly & Associates Inc., Diedrich Drill Inc.,
Drillers Service Inc., Geotechnology Inc., SIMCO Drilling Equipment, Terra Testing Inc.
Golf Promo Item Sponsors: Hoffman Diamond Products, Mobile Drill Intl
NAME TAG REQUIRED FOR ALL EVENING EVENTS

5:00 PM
Cocktails and Visit with Exhibitors
in the Hayes Ballroom
Cocktails sponsored by Central Mine Equipment Company
Appetizers sponsored by Diedrich Drill Inc.

6:30 PM
President’s BBQ Dinner
outside in the Hayes Annex Parking Lot
(under the tent)

8:00 PM
Award Presentations

8:30 PM
Bonfire, Entertainment, Chinese Raffle

Entertainment sponsored by NDA Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Chinese Raffle Grand Prize: GoPro
Must be present to win
Entertainment will be That 80s Band, who, for close to a decade,
has been entertaining audiences of all ages and sizes with a faithful
and accurate representation of the music and style of the 1980s.

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 21
All events will be held in the Amphitheater unless otherwise stated
NAME TAG REQUIRED FOR ALL FRIDAY EVENTS
(schedule also on back of name tag)

7:00 AM
Registration and Breakfast

Breakfast sponsored by Acker Drill Company
NAME TAG REQUIRED

7:30 AM - 9:00 AM
In Seat Drawing Sponsored by Major Drilling America
Keynote Presentation
Chilean Miners Rescue – When Failure is Not an Option
On August 5th, 2010, 700 tons of rock shifted in the San Jose Mine near Copiapó, Chile,
collapsing all entryways into the mine. Thirty-three miners were trapped 2,300 feet
below ground. Original estimates projected that the project could take four months to
complete. Layne showed up on-site on the 35th day and it took 33 days to reach the 33
miners, cutting two months off the original estimates. After 69 days, the Chilean miners
were rescued through a joint effort of Layne Christensen and Latin American affiliate
Geotec.

Jeff Hart, Layne Christensen Co.
When the call came into Layne Christensen that its Latin American
affiliate, Geotec Boyles Brothers, needed help drilling a hole that would
lead to the rescue of 33 miners, the first reaction was to call in their
best operator. Within hours, a call was made to Afghanistan where
Jeff Hart, the 10th of 11 children from Colorado’s San Luis Valley, was
drilling water wells on the Forward Operating Bases for the US Army.
With 20 years of experience, Hart is recognized as one of the best in the world. He quickly
assembled a team and got to work at the San Jose Mine site. His team consisted of Matt
Staffel who was with Hart in Afghanistan, Jorge Herrera and Doug Reeves were flown into
Chile from the States.
Hart operated the Schramm T-130XD rig that opened a pilot hole to 28” in diameter, wide
enough to send the Fenix 2 capsule down to retrieve the miners. After opening the hole,
Hart returned to Afghanistan to finish his commitment there.
Hart began working for Layne Christensen Co. in April of 1998 as a field Supervisor and
worked his way up to Director of Operations. Hart has worked on difficult projects all over
the world and continues to do so today.

9:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Break and Visit Exhibitors

Break sponsored by Central Mine Equipment Company

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM
In Seat Drawing Sponsored by Major Drilling America
Case Study – Expansion Lock and Dam Project
The Kentucky Lock currently experiences excessive delays due to the need to break apart typical
tows to pass through the relatively short lock of only 600 feet. A new lock is under construction
and will extend the existing lock to an overall length of 1,200 feet and eliminate the need to
break tows to pass through the system. AEI worked with Johnson Brothers and the Nashville
District Corps of Engineers to perform geotechnical drilling and in-situ testing to provide the
necessary bedrock data to support design of the cofferdam system that will be installed to allow
for construction of the lock extension in the dry. As highlighted in the March edition of National
Driller, AEI drilled from land, water and an elevated platform to meet the needs of project.

Dennis Mitchell, American Engineers
Dennis Mitchell is a Senior Geotechnical Engineer at American
Engineers where he manages AEI’s state geotechnical program including
efforts in Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia and Indiana. Dennis also
manages American Engineers’ federal geotechnical program including
management of AEI’s Geotechnical IDIQ for the Louisville District
USACE.
Dennis developed the scope and fee for the Kentucky Lock project and provided overall
management of the project providing oversight for the various drill setups and review of
drill rig platform designs.
Dennis is a 1991 graduate of the University of Louisville and worked ten years as a
geotechnical engineer with FMSM Engineers before joining American Engineers in 2002.

Clint Ervin, American Engineers
Clint Ervin is Geotechnical Engineer at American Engineers, Inc., where
Clint manages day to day activities of AEI’s drilling operations from start
to finish, including negotiations and scoping with clients, field work
coordination, Geotechnical analysis and reporting.
Clint has worked with AEI for six years and has 10+ years in the
construction industry and construction management. Clint helps
develop and implement strategies to keep AEI at the forefront of the ever changing
technologies in the geotechnical world.
Clint served as project manager and field supervisor for the Kentucky Lock Downstream
Cofferdam geotechnical investigation. He managed the day to day activities to complete
the scope of project and worked closely with contractors to overcome the challenges
associated with drilling from elevated and floating platforms within the functional Lock
system.

Adam Thompson, American Engineers
Adam Thompson is a Senior Geotechnical Driller for American
Engineers Inc. (AEI). Adam has been with AEI for 7 years and has been
an integral part of the growth of AEI into the federal market and into
new opportunities in the geotechnical arena.
Adam served as geotechnical driller for the Kentucky Lock Downstream
Cofferdam geotechnical investigation from start to finish of the scope of
work. Adam progressively adjusted the methods used to drill the borings at the site due to
challenges associated with nearly instantaneous fluctuating water levels as well as drilling
from an elevated platform perched 30 to 45 feet above the water and bedrock surface.
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10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Environmental Drilling
Bridgeton Landfill, LLC is located on a 214-acre parcel, of which approximately 52 acres
was permitted for municipal solid waste disposal in a former limestone quarry (North
and South sides). In accordance with the permit, waste was placed to an approximate
depth of 240 feet. The landfill stopped accepting waste at the end of 2004, based on
a covenant with St. Louis Lambert International Airport. In December 2010, routine
site monitoring identified changes in gas extraction well conditions indicating the
presence of an exothermic subsurface reaction. The subsurface reaction led to specific
challenges with regard to traditional drilling procedures in municipal solid waste landfill
environments. But, it also provided an opportunity for landfill innovation. Bridgeton
Landfill has pioneered a heat extraction system that is comprised of closed-loop fluid
cooling points. Cooling fluid does not come into contact with the waste material,
but instead affects a conductive surface that is in direct contact with the waste. The
sophisticated, proprietary system has demonstrated that it is possible to remove
substantial heat from a waste mass, and that significant waste temperature reductions
can be achieved within a limited distance from each cooling point. This cutting-edge
heat extraction system was made possible through the adaptive methodologies utilized
by our drilling contractors, and close collaboration with regulators.

Erin Fanning, Bridgeton Landfill, LLC
Erin Fanning has been in the waste and recycling industry for
more than a decade. Her passion for wildlife and the environment
can be traced to her undergraduate studies at Central Missouri
State University, where in 2005 she earned a Bachelor of Science
in Biology. Erin then went on to earn a Master of Science in
Biology from the University of Central Missouri, focusing on
the development of a species distribution modeling toolbox for
mammalian species of conservation concern. In conjunction
with her graduate studies, Erin began her professional career in 2008 at Herst &
Associates, consulting on ground water evaluations, performing nature and extent
investigations, and maintaining and monitoring remediation systems at various landfills
around the nation. Erin quickly discovered her passion for remediation systems, where
she flourished in problem solving as well as identifying sustainable solutions for site
operations. In 2012, Erin joined Republic Services, an industry leader, as Environmental
Manager at Forward Landfill in Manteca, California. She continued to grow as an
emerging leader and scientist, eventually transferring to the role of Environmental
Manager at Bridgeton Landfill, near St. Louis, Missouri. By 2016, Erin was promoted
to Division Manager at Bridgeton Landfill, which is one of the more high-profile sites
and dynamic operating environments in the industry. During her tenure, the Landfill
team has made a significant impact on site operations, from enhanced coordination
with regulators, first responders and the community, to bringing innovative solutions
to complex operating challenges. Under Erin’s leadership, the Landfill has expanded
a successful, proprietary heat extraction barrier, installed a highly advanced liner
system over a large portion of the site, and enhanced liquids management at the
site’s sophisticated leachate pretreatment facility. These capabilities, and others, help
ensure that the Landfill remains in a managed state. Because of her achievements and
leadership skills, Erin was recently recognized as an inspiring and innovative professional
by Waste 360, as part of its 40 under 40 awards.

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Lunch and Visit Exhibitors

Lunch sponsored by Pennsylvania Drilling Co.
NAME TAG REQUIRED

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM
In Seat Drawing Sponsored by Major Drilling America
Safety: When it Blows Apart...
During this presentation, Greg will talk about how to prevent catastrophic injuries and
fatalities by highlighting the importance of whip stop, whip check, and choker safety
processes and inspections. He will discuss how to prevent high voltage power line
contact, including the safe way to exit the rig if it becomes electrified. Greg will also
review the updates to fall protection requirements and proper fitting of fall protection
harnesses.

Greg Safran, SafT Integration
Greg Safran, ASC is the Chief SafT Officer at SafT Integration, a loss
control and safety consulting firm he launched in 2013 to make a
difference in the lives of employers and their employees. Through
his vision and guidance, SafT Integration has built a highly-respected
reputation by exercising passion to help a variety of industries
in the region including heavy manufacturing, plastic injection,
environmental, and steel welding and fabrication to reach new
heights in safety results and culture improvements. His approach leads to better safety
communication, participation, awareness, teamwork, and knowledge at all levels of our
client’s organizations, consistently leading to improved, adjusted, or completely changed
safety cultures!
Greg’s hands-on, no nonsense approach to safety using accident investigations,
corrective actions, root cause determination, workers’ compensation claim coordination,
transitional duty assistance, and doctor communications has been proven by decreasing
DART rates and OSHA days lost metrics, alongside increased profitability and employee
morale.
Greg’s mission every day, and with every client, is to fulfill the SafT Integration
philosophy: We take what we do very seriously and expect to provide the best possible
solution for your company. Each solution we engineer is well-researched, planned and
implemented.

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Outdoor Exhibitor Presentations and Break
Break sponsored by Hole Products

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM
In Seat Drawing Sponsored by Major Drilling America
Environmental Innovations – When we ask “What If…?”
“Innovation” is a concept that every product and service provider value as a
“differentiator” in business growth, profitability and sustainability. The environmental
characterization and remediation field is no different. Since the late 1970’s, with the
enactment of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and accelerated in
1982 with the adoption of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act (CERCLA) often referred to as “Superfund”, drilling, field sampling and
testing has continuously looked at innovation to provide higher safety, better quality of
data and economic value. This presentation will discuss several innovative approaches
to successfully delivering on these goals as well as looking to the future of “forward
thinking” and innovation in these areas.

Dan Schneider, P.E., CHMM, Terracon Consultants
Dan is currently National Director for Site Investigation and
Remediation for Terracon Consultants. He is also the chair of
Terracon’s Remediation Practice Resource Group providing technical
review for advanced site characterization and remediation projects
nationwide. He completed his undergraduate and graduate
degrees at the University of Colorado and has been involved in site
investigation, characterization and remediation projects for over 35
years. Over his career, he has operated, owned and managed a wide
variety of soil and rock drilling rigs and construction equipment. He is also on the senior
development team for Terracon’s Remedial Construction group.

3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
New Down-Holes Tools to Improve Core Drilling Efficiency
Finding efficiencies to reduce exploration drilling costs is a constant challenge. Many
mechanical advances in equipment have and are improving performance and rig safety.
Rig time remains one of the primary cost drivers in any exploration drilling program and
paired with NPT (non-productive time), can add significant costs. This presentation will
review two wire-line deployable tools designed to improve core drilling operations and
cut down NPT.

Robert Petrie, Ph.D., P.E., Baroid IDP
Robert Petrie began his career in the field of petro and soil physics
with Shell BP Todd Oil Services Ltd and MAFtech in New Zealand
before completing his Ph.D. in Civil & Environmental Engineering
at Utah State University in 1996. Robert then spent 3 years with
Environmental Science and Technology designing and building
hazardous waste remediation plants followed by 4 years with
the Department of Defense (Hill Air Force Base) managing the
groundwater remediation and treatment of hazardous waste site. For the past 14 years
Robert has worked for Baroid IDP, a Halliburton company, in various positions in the field
of drilling fluids and water treatment. Robert is a Registered Professional Civil Engineer.

4:30 PM
Convention Recap and NDA All Chapter Meeting
in the Atrium
Please plan to attend if you belong to, or are interested in joining, any of the
NDA Chapters (Buckeye, Lone Star, Mid-Atlantic, North East, Tri-State)

Thank you for attending this year’s Convention!
We hope to see you again at the 2019 Convention in Virginia!

ONLINE CERTIFICATION EXAMS
These on-line Certification Exams are available:
NEW - Basic Geotechnical Procedures Qualification 101
Drilling Safety Certification
Monitor Well Construction Certification
Groundwater Knowledge Certification
Exams are pre-approved for
Continuing Education credits in many states!
Learn more at www.nda4u.com/training/online-training/

NDA4U MOBILE APP
Download the NDA4U mobile app

to follow along with the
Convention Agenda!
Plus...
View and contact other members
View TSTs
View DCDMA PowerPoint
Event Calendar
Available for iPhone and Android Devices
Ask an NDA staff member for your
password to access the app.

MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL
Non-members who attend this year’s Convention
have an opportunity for big savings for joining NDA!

Become a first time, new member of NDA
during the Convention and pay by
October 5, 2018 and you will receive a $125
credit towards your membership fee.

Stop by the registration desk
to join today!

CONVENTION ATTENDEES
Acker Drill Company
Joe Accardi
Matt Vass
Allegheny Instruments, Inc.
Jeff Hoffer
American Electric Power
Rick Bankes
Zach Racer
American Engineers
Clint Ervin
Dennis Mitchell, P.E.
Adam Thompson
AMS, Inc.
Ken Lipscomb
Armstrong Drilling
Travis Armstrong
Nick Armstrong
Jim Armstrong
Barry Jones
Baroid Industrial Drilling Products
Dennis Duty
Michael Miller
Robert Petrie, PhD, P.E.
Chad Yordy
Boart Longyear
Wayne Burinda
Fred Hafner
Mike Lawhead
Bowser-Morner, Inc.
Timothy Augustine
Tim Boehmer
Bridgeton Landfill, LLC
Erin Fanning
Buckeye BOP
Todd Bromley
Wyatt Bromley

CASCADE
Jay Boland
Michael Gentry
Central Mine Equipment Company
Therrell Hannah
Rick Hutching
Rick Spillers
David Thomas
Connelly & Associates
Sam Connelly
Tom Connelly
Carla McAdams
Delta Pump & Systems, Inc.
Glenn Teeter
Diedrich Drill
Mac McKinney
John McNicholas
Mark Rothwell
Bill Siar
Brian Siwinski
DLZ American Drilling
John Corbin
Barry Wong
Drillers Service Inc.
Trent Pierce
East West Drilling Inc.
Merle Hoover
Eijkelkamp SonicSampDrill
Troy Chipps
Jim Nidzgorski
Fordia Group Inc.
Bernard-Alexandre Gaulin
Michael Roy
Free State Drilling, Inc.
Joseph D. Scribellito

Frontz Drilling
Rob Hamilton
Joe Henley
Stephen R. Wright
GEFCO
Michael Hetzler
Paul Schuman
Geoprobe Systems
Rob Caho
Victor Rotonda
Geosearch
Tom Belsky
Matt Bovenzi
Geo-Technology Associates, Inc.
Dave Krahl
Geotechnology, Inc.
Paul Guerrein
Jim Howe
Gessner Engineering
Kyle Neutzler
Global Drilling Suppliers, Inc.
Brian Walker
GPD Geotechnical Services
Jason Arney
Joe Teter
Heico Fasteners Inc.
Kerry Bock
Hillis-Carnes Drilling Services
Janet DeTore
Hoffman Diamond Products
Jim Divelbiss
Frank Villella
Hole Products
William Babcock
Tim Dunlap
Ken Marrero
Layne Christensen Co.
Jeff Hart

Major Drilling America
Dan Dunn
Mobile Drill Intl
Bill Knorr
George Long
Bret Myers
Larry Orzeske
Tim Sabo
N & N Drilling Supply
Gary Geldhof III
Alex Maza
National Driller
Jeremy Verdusco
Northeast Geotechnical Supply
Tom Miller
Ohio TestBor, Inc.
Larry Gibel
Brigitte Gibel
PDS Co., Inc.
Vickie Ross
Pearson Drilling Company
William Pearson
Debra Pearson
Penndrill Manufacturing
Ridley Judd
David Luckenbach
Pennsylvania Drilling Company
Steven Buffo
Chris Gabuzda
T.Caleb Sturges
Peoples Capital and Leasing Corp.
Fran DiBeneditto
Pride One Construction
Troy Barnes
Ranch Hand
Robert Flores
Raytheon Corporation
John Sturman

Rig Source, Inc.
Mike Crimaldi
Lisa Crimaldi
SafT Integration
Greg Safran
SIMCO Drilling Equipment, Inc.
Richard Clarke
Dan Defenbaugh
SME
Jared Belian
John Hall
Rich Hrdlicka
Brendon Lieske
Ron Mayor
Rudy Musulin
Jason Nance
James Rochford
Soils & Structures, Inc.
Chris Christopher
Adam Hohmeyer
Steve Hohmeyer
Brad Hutt
Jake Poel
Chris Prell
Southern Earth Sciences, Inc.
Danny Hines
Stantec Consulting Service Inc.
Benjamin Halada
Technical Drilling Services
Mark Zork
Terra Sonic International
Katrina Bedilion
Mark Knolle
Mike Scaringella
Nate Stabler
Terra Testing Inc.
Eric Hajek
Karen Hajek
Mike Tiani

Terracon
Scott Chalfant
Steve Larimer
William B. Meadows
Dan Schneider
Paul Tuttle
Jim Wright
Texcel
Bob MacPherson
Zeke Metzler
TTL Associates, Inc.
Rick Mielcarek
Varabyeu
Kiryl Varabyeu
Watson-Marlow Fluid
Technology Group
Mark Atkinson
Kurt Krummrich
Wyo-Ben, Inc.
Norman Pelak
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TST VIDEO CONTEST
The challenge is simple, choose a TST (Tailgate Safety Tip) and film
the talk with your cell phone. Send the video to NDA following the
instructions below and if it is accepted, you will receive a gift card for $25!
You can be creative and even add humor if you like, but make sure you
cover the content of each TST. We are looking for videos from Owners,
Managers, Drill Foreman and Drill Hands.
Try to keep each video under 3 minutes and have the participant’s names
included in the video if possible.
Feel free to add background music, pop up text or other animation.
The safety committee will view
the videos and publish them on
YouTube. During this process they
will select the top 3 videos of the
year and hand out three awards.

1st Place $300
2nd Place $200
3rd Place $100

Once submitted, each video will become the property of the National
Drilling Association and will be used to promote safety and professionalism
throughout the Industry.
Go to YouTube.com and search National Drilling Association to view the
Drill Site Awareness video produced by Sam Connelly that will give you
an idea of what we are looking for.
Videos should be submitted to sheri@nda4u.com via DropBox or
GoogleDrive. If you do not currently use either of these programs,
DropBox information can be found at
https://www.dropbox.com/help/account/create-account and
GoogleDrive information can be found at
https://www.google.com/drive/using-drive/
If you have any questions, call the NDA office at 877-632-4748
We look forward to receiving your videos!

NDA ONLINE STORE
Members receive a 50% discount on many products

www.nda4u.com/resources/store/
NDA offers many terrific products and resources to assist in your safety efforts:

SAFETY LABEL KITS
DRILLING
SAFETY DVD

DRILLING
SAFETY GUIDE

DRILLER’S
MANUAL

(ENGLISH OR
SPANISH)

TAILGATE
SAFETY TIPS

DR IL LI NG
SAFETY
GUIDE

DCDMA
SPECIFICATIONS
DCDMA TECHNICAL
CD
MANUAL (ON FLASH DRIVE)

FOLLOW NDA

